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Marketing Campaigns
One of my strongest skills is
developing creative, integrated
campaigns that help meet strategic
goals. I typically conduct research
to understand the market and
target audience. I then develop key
messages and identify the best
channels to reach the audience
and achieve the desired goals.
Jones Lang LaSalle “Research
Campaign”
Jones Lang LaSalle (JLL), a global
commercial real estate firm, had an
award-winning research program
and strategically set a goal to build
their name as a thought leader and
go-to resource for market data.
I worked on a regional, integrated
marketing campaign that included:
- Digital ads
- Website promotion
- Email campaigns
- Media relations, including
report release events
- Social media
On this page, you see one of a
series of digital ads placed in
industry-specific e-newsletters. I
wrote the copy, provided direction
on the design, and developed and
implemented the media buying
strategy.
The Southeast US region’s
campaign was honored at the
national JLL marketing awards, and
these digital ads were spotlighted
for effectively and creatively
obtaining the corporate objective
of marketing the firm’s research.
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The JLL ad campaign was a
year-long, 15-ad campaign.
Each ad featured a different
research report.

I worked with the research
team to identify the top
reports to be featured in the
campaign. Once the reports
were identified, I reviewed

the various digital
publications for audience,
frequency and editorial
content to develop the
media buying strategy. I

wrote the copy for each ad
and worked with the
designer to stay within brand
but communicate the topic
of each report.
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During this campaign the regional
offices began to develop regional
websites, which had not previously
existed. As part of the website
development, I produced content
that highlighted JLL’s research
reports.
The two screen shots to the right are
from the Southeast regional site that
I helped develop along with our
graphic designer. The slider images
and content highlight local research
efforts.
Over the course of this campaign,
the number of media mentions
regarding local research reports
more than doubled over the
previous year. Social engagement
also significantly increased because
I and the rest of the marketing team
trained the entire 200-employee
Atlanta office on how to use various
social media channels. As the
content developer, I also provided
the entire Southeast region with
reminders and content for tweets
and other social posts.
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Internal Communications
I am also skilled at internal branding and
employee communications. Building a
brand comes from within the organization
first, so I make it an effort to include
internal communications in all efforts.
In many of my roles, I have built internal
communication programs from scratch. I
use the same skills and processes for
developing marketing campaigns to
create internal campaigns for corporate
initiatives, goals, education and change
management. Tools that I use for internal
communications include:
- Intranets
- Newsletters
- Surveys
- Email campaigns
- Video & LCD screens
- Internal social media (Yammer &
Salesforce Chatter)
- Lunch & learns/training
- Events & contests
- “Lifestyle” magazine & other collateral
Ingenious Med Internal Campaigns
I launched an internal communications
program for Ingenious Med, an Atlantabased healthcare IT firm, to boost the
corporate culture and ensure that
employees understood and engaged in
key corporate initiatives. As part of this
effort, I developed campaigns around key
themes. On this page you will see the
“above the fold” section of our corporate
newsletter and an internal survey
conducted to engage and inform
employees on our nationwide, yearlong
“The Right Side of Healthcare” Tour. This
tour is part of an effort to rebrand the
company as a comprehensive solution for
patient encounter software rather than
simply a charge capture platform.
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Below are two LCD screens
that were part of two
ongoing internal contests for
the RSOH Tour. One was a
bingo game and the other a
crossword. Every Tuesday
and Thursday, I posted a new
clue for the current contest
on the LCD screens
throughout our offices and

on our internal social media
platforms. Each employee
received a game card or
could download it from the
internal social media site.
The contests were very well
received and kept
employees engaged in the
effort to rebrand our
platform.

Also, I built a strong
relationship with our Human
Resources department on
benefit-related initiatives
such as our annual Thrive
Challenge. I helped promote
the company’s 1 million-step
challenge to all employees
through our various
communication channels. I

also conducted survey, polls
and events to encourage
Ingenious Med staff to
participate in the effort. This
challenge is a large part of
the corporate culture, which
focuses on work-life balance
and maintaining your health
through free healthy snacks
and challenges like this one.
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Thought Leadership
Coming from a journalism
background, I have an innate knack
for developing thought leadership
content. In all of my marketing and
communication roles, I have been
responsible for developing a variety
of thought leadership materials and
strategies.

Ingenious Med Thought Leadership
At Ingenious Med, I quickly learned
that the company employed a
number of subject matter experts,
including a team of consultants with
approximately 100 years’ combined
experience.
I developed a thought leadership
content calendar that included blogs,
vlogs, case studies and white papers.
I linked this strategy with our public
relations and social media programs
to extend the reach and get the most
“bang for our buck” in terms of
content.
To the right is a blog post I produced
and used in a variety of ways. The
video was used as part of the
Ingenious Med internal newsletter to
explain what the Solutions
Engineering Department is to the
rest of the organization and
introduce the idea of our anesthesia
solution within our platform. Later, I
transcribed a portion of the interview
to be used for search engine
optimization purposes and published
it on our site to tie our name with
anesthesia workflows since this was a
new market for the firm.
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Jones Lang LaSalle Thought
Leadership
During my time at JLL, a
global marketing initiative
was put in place to develop
our firm as a thought leader
in the commercial real estate
and consultation arenas. We
accomplished this through
the development of white
papers, case studies, bylined articles and other

media coverage. The goal
was to highlight our
expertise in key areas and
reinforce the idea that JLL is
a full-service, collaborative
firm with a local presence
and global reach.
On this page you see the
cover of a white paper on
distribution center design
that I wrote on behalf of our
construction services team

and a case study of how we
met one client’s global
headquarters needs through
collaboration. Please note
that the case study was also
linked online to video
testimony to reinforce the
messages in the printed
document.
The white paper featured
here was so well received
that it was translated into

seven different languages
and distributed worldwide
by our international offices. It
also led to a number of
publication interviews for the
construction services team.
The case studies were
promoted online and
brokers were able to use
them in proposal packets.
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Web Design/Redesign &
Content Management
I have maintained content
and managed development
and redesigned websites
throughout my career. This
includes both external,

public-facing sites and
corporate intranets. I have
used a variety of programs
such as WordPress, Drupal,
Visual Interdev, SharePoint
and others to maintain sites.

Georgia Tech
On this page you will see a
screen capture of the current
Georgia Tech Manufacturing
Institute website. I managed
the process of converting
this site to the GT-branded

Drupal template. I also
maintained all content on the
site, developing new
sections and copy as needed
to ensure search engine
optimization.
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Habitat for Humanity International
Intranet Redesign
One of my primary functions at Habitat for
Humanity International was to redesign the affiliate
and employee intranet. While my redesign was
piloted within the Neighborhood Revitalization
program, it was rolled out to the entire Habitat
intranet for all programs and all 1,400 US affiliates.
Here you see the before (right) and after (below)
design. After analyzing usage via online metrics
and focus groups that I conducted, I determined
that most intranet visitors used desktops to access
the site, not mobile devices. The continuous scroll
design of the original site was not embraced. The
redesign was to improve navigation through
better organization of data and reduce scrolling.
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Branding
I have been responsible for
developing brand standards
and style guidelines for the
majority of my employers. I
have conducted rebranding
efforts, including both the
“look and feel” and the
messaging, and ensured
brand adherence
throughout all marketing
channels.

Georgia Electric
Membership Corporation
One of the biggest brand
overhauls I managed was for
Georgia EMC. Here you see
examples of the rebranding
for Georgia EMC’s economic
development team,
including retractable banner
stands and custom, industryspecific marketing collateral.

I had previously conducted
the corporate rebranding in
a different role but, because
the economic development
team had a unique audience
of international businesses
considering the state of
Georgia as a business
location, the department
required a “sub-branding”
effort.

This effort required
developing messaging and
a “look and feel” unique to
this audience and for each
of the teams within the
department. I managed the
redesign effort, wrote the
content, and had the agency
design templates that I
could use for ongoing
collateral development.
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One example of template use was the development of custom, industryspecific materials as shown on this page. I wrote the content, conducted the
market research, produced the maps and designed this piece using templates.
Once I established the messaging and visual brand, I developed a style manual
for other team members to reference. This included taglines, keywords and
phrases, content style preferences, color schemes, logo usage, fonts, etc. All
templates (Word and PowerPoint) and the style guide were housed in a shared
location for all staff to access.

